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FibeAir IP-20 Platform Reduces TCO to a New 
Minimum 

Abstract 
Ceragon’s FibeAir IP-20 platform boosts HetNet hauling capacity while bringing Total Cost of 
Ownership to its lowest level ever. This paper describes the many ways that FibeAir IP-20 reduces 
hauling costs throughout the heterogeneous network. 

Introduction 
In order to cope with the escalating demand for capacity, Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) are 
implementing new technologies and strategies at different points in their networks creating, in 
effect, heterogeneous networks or HetNets. The traditional access/backhaul/backbone hierarchy is 
rapidly retreating before the rush of new HetNet concepts and supporting technologies. We can no 
longer refer generally to the backhaul network, but, instead, call it the HetNet hauling network 
since it includes fronthaul and other new strategies. 

Ceragon Networks’ FibeAir IP-20 platform includes wireless hauling solutions for all HetNet hauling 
requirements in any mobile network. It is designed to boost capacity while reducing the cost per 
transmitted bit to its lowest point ever. Including its many future-proof technologies, FibeAir IP-20 
constitutes the lowest Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) solution in the industry. 

Total Cost of Ownership 
A complete discussion of HetNet hauling TCO can be found in Ceragon’s White Paper, Minimizing 
TCO for HetNet Hauling. In this section, we summarize. 

Along with network capacity, Total Cost of Ownership is the most critical factor facing mobile 
network operators as they deploy, modernize and operate their networks. For 30+ years, network 
operators have used TCO to determine the full, life-time cost of owning and operating their 
networks.  

Simply stated, TCO consists of the costs incurred throughout the life cycle of an asset, including 
acquisition, deployment, operation, support and retirement. TCO’s two constituents are capital 
expenditure (CAPEX) and operating expenditure (OPEX). CAPEX refers to the acquisition and 
deployment of equipment in order to create the network. OPEX are the costs associated with 
operating the network once it is deployed. Adding up the CAPEX and the OPEX over the life of the 
network yields the TCO. 

CAPEX is generally lower than OPEX. When a new network is deployed, 
CAPEX can suddenly increase for a while, but over time, CAPEX is 
considerably lower than OPEX. In fact, studies show that CAPEX 
constitutes about 30% of expenditure for hauling networks while OPEX 
takes the lion share of 70%. 

In general, CAPEX unit costs tend to decrease over time. However, since demand for network 
capacity continues to rise rapidly, total CAPEX still tends to increase over time. OPEX unit costs, on 
the other hand, always tend to increase over time as a function of numerous factors such as people 
costs. This is true not only in HetNet hauling, but in general. 
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When MNOs make network deployment decisions, purchase price comparisons between 
competing solutions are only part of the picture. Since, over the lifetime of the network, MNOs will 
spend much more in OPEX than CAPEX, they need to go beyond acquisition and carefully consider 
the costs of operating the equipment over many years. Hauling solutions like the FibeAir IP-20 
platform solve HetNet hauling bottlenecks at a lower cost level than competing solutions and are 
thus much less expensive to own and operate over the lifetime of the network.  In addition, as we 
will show, FibeAir IP-20’s built-in versatility and future-proofing capabilities delay or eliminate 
expenditures and extend the lifetime of cost-effective operations even as network requirements 
change. 

FibeAir IP-20’s Capabilities that Reduce TCO 
FibeAir IP-20 is a service-centric wireless platform for HetNet hauling. The platform includes a full 
complement of wireless products that provide innovative, market-leading backhaul and fronthaul 
solutions for all HetNet hauling challenges. The products are listed in the appendix and details can 
be found at www.ceragon.com. 

Powered by a software-defined engine and sharing a common operating system, CeraOS, the IP-20 
platform delivers ultra-high capacities while supporting any radio transmission technology, any 
network topology and any deployment configuration. 

OPEX Considerations 

Operating expenditures constitute 70% of total TCO for many mobile network operators. FibeAir IP-
20 reduces OPEX in many ways. 

Power Consumption  

Running on electricity, hauling equipment requires 24x7 energy sources in order to provide reliable 
operation around the clock. Transmitting over long distances, wireless links are often called upon to 
provide transmission in difficult, remote terrain where power generation is, at best, challenging.  In 
some cases, the availability of power is the overriding deployment-site selection criterion. Where 
accessible power sources are not available, MNOs must provide solar or diesel power generation 
alongside the transmission equipment. Obviously, low power-consuming solutions are an important 
factor in network design and operations. 

In addition to its own power consumption requirements, wireless hauling equipment gives off heat 
and can require significant cooling resources, contributing substantially to higher expenditures. 

FibeAir IP-20 products are miserly when it comes to power consumption and heat dissipation. In 
fact, they consume less energy per transmitted-bit than any other wireless solution.  

FibeAir IP-20 can operate automatically in green mode where power consumption is a function of 
transmitted (Tx) power. Electricity consumption decreases in accordance with lower transmission 
requirements and only increases when the IP-20 is called upon to transmit at high capacity.  

http://www.ceragon.com/
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Several of the IP-20 high-capacity solutions are designed for compact, all-outdoor deployment 
where they do not require cooling at all. In many cases, they can function on the inexpensive power 
generated by solar systems or by minimal diesel generators. 

For indoor deployment where heat dissipation is a factor in equipment cooling, IP-20 solutions 
include a patented technology called dynamic biasing where the amplifier’s power supply 
dynamically varies according to the RF signal level so that minimal power is wasted on heat. In fact, 
dynamic biasing cuts some 15W of dissipated heat power translating into considerable savings on 
cooling requirements. 

FibeAir IP-20 addresses cooling requirements in still another way. Its unique split-mount, long-haul 
trunk solution allows the radio unit to be deployed outside near the antenna, while the baseband 
unit is deployed indoors. This cuts down on indoor heating management requirements and saves 
further on power consumption. 

 

Below is a practical comparison of costs between a typical long-haul, all-indoor solution and the 
equivalent FibeAir IP-20 all-indoor and split-mount solutions. 

 Typical  
All-Indoor 

FibeAir IP-20  
All-Indoor 

FibeAir IP-20  
Split-Mount 

Power consumption 800W 560W 
440W outdoor part 

120W indoor part 

Diesel electricity savings  240W 240W 

HVAC power consumption 272W 190W 41W 

HVAC electricity savings  82W 231W 

Total savings per radio link  322W (30%) 471W (44%) 
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Real Estate  

For most operators, real estate for sites constitutes one of the highest expenditures in the hauling 
network. In general, the fewer the sites, the better. Rental fees are usually a function of space, so 
the smaller the hauling solution, the lower the ongoing rental fees. In the equipment room, space, 
too, is often at a premium and necessitates a similar quest for smaller solutions. 

FibeAir IP-20 reduces space requirements and saves considerable OPEX in many ways: 

 Compact all-outdoor solutions require no indoor space and put little weight on towers 

 Ceragon’s weather-proof outdoor enclosures eliminate outdoor sheltering requirements 

 FibeAir IP-20’s unique split-mount trunk solution allows network operators to move the 
radio unit outdoors by the antenna minimizing indoor rack space 

The higher system gain (signal strength) of IP-20’s radios offers the same link availability with 
smaller antennas than other solutions produce with larger antennas. Smaller antennas reduce rent 
outlay for tower space.   

 

In addition, smaller antennas put less load on towers (weight, space, wind) enabling simpler and 
less expensive installation, and providing savings on annual antenna lease fees. MNO’s can save 
€700-€1,200 per link per year. 

FibeAir IP-20 addresses indoor as well as outdoor space requirements in another way—with the 
highest carrier density in the industry—further lowering OPEX for real estate and site rental. 

 

Minimizing Site Visits  

HetNet hauling networks are dynamic. As traffic patterns change and technologies improve, hauling 
equipment often needs to be adjusted, upgraded or swapped out. Technicians often have to be 
sent into the field to make the necessary changes, link-by-link. Each and every site visit is a drain on 
the OPEX budget and a scheduling headache, so MNOs tend to defer such field activities.  
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FibeAir IP-20 makes an enormous contribution to the ongoing efficiency-of-operation of already-
installed equipment. Ceragon’s breakthrough multi-core radio technology is embodied in the 
FibeAir IP-20C. Its unique multi-core architecture is based on an advanced, parallel radio-processing 
engine built around Ceragon’s in-house baseband modem and RFIC chipsets. The result is superior 
radio performance with reduced power consumption and form-factor. Furthermore, the versatile 
IP-20C can be deployed either as an all-outdoor node or as a multi-core radio unit in a split-mount 
multi-carrier configuration with another IP-20 platform indoor node. 

FibeAir IP-20C is future-proof, ready for upgrade from 1+0 to 2+0. Activating the second transceiver 
is accomplished remotely without a site visit.  

 

Below, we compare the traditional method for upgrading a link from 1+0 to 2+0 to double the 
capacity with the FibeAir IP-20C method:  

Traditional Upgrade Method FibeAir IP-20C Upgrade Method 

 Buy additional radio link  Buy software license upgrade to 2+0 

 Send technician(s) to the site  Activate the 2nd carrier remotely 

 Wait for maintenance window  

 Network downtime for maintenance  

 Climb tower, install new radio  

 Repeat for second site of link  

The differences in expenses, interruption of service and accuracy are staggering.  

Superior Spectral Efficiency 

Spectral efficiency is the capacity (information rate) that can be transmitted over a given channel 
bandwidth. It is a measure of how efficiently a frequency band is utilized. 

FibeAir IP-20 solutions feature the industry’s best spectral efficiency. In fact, IP-20 has been shown 
to require half the bandwidth of competing equipment. The superior spectral efficiency has two 
major effects on OPEX: 

1. Network operators can pay for less spectrum (for example, a single channel instead of a 
double channel) to achieve the required transmission rates. 

2. In licensed bands, operators can transmit over a higher and often less expensive band 
still meeting their throughput requirements. 
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FibeAir IP-20C brings breakthrough spectral efficiency technology to mobile network operators.  Its 
unique 4x4 LoS MIMO technology allows MNOs to quadruple capacity over the same channel.1  

FibeAir IP-20 also provides numerous other spectral efficiency-boosting capabilities.2  

 

Network Sharing 

In order to cope with the capacity crunch, otherwise competing MNOs are increasingly looking to 
each other to share hauling-network infrastructure so as to achieve certain economies-of-scale. The 
goal is for two or more MNOs to boost capacity in tandem in order to realize the benefits of 
increased capacity while sharing the costs of hauling network deployment and operations. 

                                                             

 

1 For a discussion of 4x4 LoS MIMO technology, see: http://www.ceragon.com/about-
us/media-center/articles/item/288-boosting-microwave-spectral-efficiency-and-capacity-
with-line-of-sight-mimo-technology 

 
2
 The entire IP-20 capacity story can be downloaded in our White Paper The Ceragon Capacity 

Story found at: http://www.ceragon.com/home/ceragon-capacity-story 

http://www.ceragon.com/about-us/media-center/articles/item/288-boosting-microwave-spectral-efficiency-and-capacity-with-line-of-sight-mimo-technology
http://www.ceragon.com/about-us/media-center/articles/item/288-boosting-microwave-spectral-efficiency-and-capacity-with-line-of-sight-mimo-technology
http://www.ceragon.com/about-us/media-center/articles/item/288-boosting-microwave-spectral-efficiency-and-capacity-with-line-of-sight-mimo-technology
http://www.ceragon.com/home/ceragon-capacity-story
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In order for network sharing schemes to work fairly, each participating MNO must be assured of its 
portion of the network. FibeAir IP-20 platform introduces a new level of quality-of-service that is 
instrumental in upholding fair and enforceable wireless hauling-network sharing arrangements.  

IP-20’s Hierarchical Quality of Service (H-QoS) mechanism provides the necessary granularity of 
service to allow each network sharer to specify the allocation of the shared hauling network per 
service.  

 

 

Detailed information on H-QoS can be found in our White Paper on Network Sharing here:  
http://www.ceragon.com/component/k2/item/854 . 

http://www.ceragon.com/component/k2/item/854
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CAPEX Considerations 

While capital expenditures tend to be lower than operating expenditures, they are still considerable 
and deserve careful attention. In a typical mobile hauling network, annual CAPEX can easily exceed 
€100M and, when new roll-outs like LTE-A are considered, they can easily soar past €1B for large 
operators. 

The FibeAir IP-20 platform lowers CAPEX immediately and well into the future. Here’s how. 

Wireless Multi-Technology Aggregation Node 

The FibeAir IP-20 is a single platform serving all radio technologies. Offering a solution for every 
sort of hauling application in the HetNet, the FibeAir IP-20 platform offers MNOs a series of 
technologically advanced and unified solutions with numerous advantages that reduce TCO to its 
lowest point ever.  

Highest Wireless Capacity 

Demand for hauling capacity still far outstrips supply. Smartphones and other bandwidth-
consuming mobile devices continue to flourish. The inevitable roll-out of LTE-A will, on one hand, 
provide MNOs with new tools and capabilities to cope with capacity demand, while, on the other, 
will further encourage subscribers to use their smartphones for even more bandwidth-intensive 
applications.  

As a result, the first order of business for MNOs is to look to cost-effective wireless solutions to 
provide highly scalable levels of capacity to enable them to be deployed in more pressure points in 
the HetNet.  FibeAir IP-20 platform is designed for superior capacity and is able to service larger 
sites more cost-effectively than ever before.  

As small cells proliferate, their backhaul requirements necessitate significant increases in macro 
site capacity. What was once a macro site serving subscribers via the access network is now a 
super-size macro site that continues to do all that while also aggregating the traffic to and from a 
growing population of small cells. As a result, super-size macro sites carry 3-20 times more capacity 
than their predecessors.   

FibeAir IP-20’s ability to scale up to gigabits-per-second of transport capacity addresses all the 
growing requirements for capacity while delivering the necessary economies of scale.   

Superior Signal Strength 

All FibeAir IP-20s make use of Ceragon’s industry-leading radio technology. The superior signal 
strength of Ceragon radios allows MNOs to deploy longer-distance links. MNOs can reduce the total 
number of links and can consider additional deployment sites sometimes bypassing difficult-to-
access locations.  

Protecting Investment 

All FibeAir IP-20 solutions are built with long-term high performance in mind. As such they protect 
the CAPEX investment farther into the future than ever before.  

CeraOS 

All FibeAir IP-20 solutions run under the auspice of the CeraOS operating system. CeraOS 
creates a unified, simple-to-operate-and-manage approach for building, expanding and 
maintaining wireless backhaul and fronthaul networks. An intrinsic part of the FibeAir IP-20 
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platform, it provides a complete set of service-centric features and performance-boosting 
capabilities across all IP-20 products. 

CeraOS cost-effectively manages resources by controlling and unifying complex, distributed 
network intelligence. It is the unifying thread that connects otherwise disparate network 
elements and provides a scalable migration path as needs evolve. It provides software 
intelligence for adding new services, features and applications. 

Among the many functions of CeraOS are: 

 End-to-end service provisioning and monitoring 

 QoS consistency 

 Synchronization distribution 

 Capacity-boosting techniques 

 Common OA&M user interface 

The same CeraOS runs on all IP-20s and provides a new economy-of-scale in network 
operations. Feature upgrades to CeraOS become available to all IP-20 solutions in the 
HetNet. Upgrades propagate to all IP-20s in the same way making the new functions 
available throughout the network immediately. 

The common, unifying operating system approach reduces operations complexity by 
providing a common interface regardless of hauling application or deployment scenario. It 
lowers TCO significantly. 

Software-Defined Engine 

FibeAir IP-20 is fully aligned with the Software-Defined Network (SDN) concept. The SDN-
ready FibeAir IP-20 platform moves more of its functions away from embedded hardware 
into the realm of more flexible software.  

Within the hardware of each IP-20 product are programmable network controllers that can 
modify functions based on software upgrades and modifications. As such, FibeAir IP-20 is 
more flexible and has a longer life-span than any other wireless hauling solution.  

FibeAir IP-20’s software-driven flexibility reduces TCO over the long run. 

Integrated Ethernet Switch  

FibeAir IP-20 solutions include integrated networking capabilities with internal Ethernet 
switches. Network operators can avoid CAPEX spending on external switches and routers, 
and save on space for external switches and shelters. IP-20 includes intelligent network 
functions and MEF Carrier Ethernet 2.0 compliancy for easier network integration. 

Multi-Core Radio Technology  

Mentioned earlier under OPEX, Ceragon’s unique multi-core radio technology has an 
important part to play in the reduction of CAPEX as well. Earlier, we explained how multi-
core radio technology eliminates site visits to double capacity. Here, we expand the story 
from a CAPEX perspective.  
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1. MNOs can purchase FibeAir IP-20C solutions with multi-core technology within. 
They purchase only the use of a single core and are not liable for the capital 
expenditure of the second core, unless/until they need it.   

2. Deploying the IP-20C in chain sites (East/West configurations), MNOs do not 
need to purchase an external switch, a shelter, or a second radio as all these are 
available in one IP-20C.  

 

3. IP-20C’s higher system gain (signal strength) offers the same link availability 
with a smaller antenna. Smaller antennas cost less as do the smaller towers that 
they sit on. Furthermore, they cause less visual impact.  

 

4. FibeAir IP-20C reduces antenna costs in still another way. Via the IP-20 Radio 
Adapter, It is able to use already-installed antennas. MNOs can take advantage 
of this high performance solution without incurring the expense of new 
antennas and of aligning them. This feature also simplifies and speeds up 
installations. 
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5. In addition to doubling capacity, IP-20C’s second core can also be used to boost 
signal, reduce antenna sizes or double the link distance, ensuring long-term, 
cost-efficient operation as needs change. Its performance versatility is 
unparalleled.  

Summary  
Ceragon Networks, the #1 wireless hauling specialist, maintains industry leadership with its FibeAir 
IP-20 platform of HetNet hauling solutions driving TCO to a new low. The unifying FibeAir IP-20 
platform addresses all parts of the HetNet, significantly reducing CAPEX and OPEX, and delivering a 
new level of software-driven flexibility that extends the life of cost-effective operation. 

As Mobile Network Operators continue to seek out technologies that boost network capacity and 
lower the cost per transmitted bit, FibeAir IP-20 provides both simultaneously. 

 

About Ceragon 
 

 

Ceragon Networks Ltd. (NASDAQ: CRNT) is the #1 wireless hauling specialist.  We provide innovative, 
flexible and cost-effective wireless backhaul and fronthaul solutions that enable mobile operators and 
other wired/wireless service providers to deliver 2G/3G, 4G/LTE and other broadband services to their 
subscribers.  Ceragon's high-capacity, solutions use microwave technology to transfer voice and data 
traffic while maximizing bandwidth efficiency, to deliver more capacity over longer distances under any 
deployment scenario. Based on our extensive global experience, Ceragon delivers turnkey solutions that 
support service provider profitability at every stage of the network lifecycle enabling faster time to 
revenue, cost-effective operation and simple migration to all-IP networks.  As the demand for data 
pushes the need for ever-increasing capacity, Ceragon is committed to serve the market with unmatched 
technology and innovation, ensuring effective solutions for the evolving needs of the marketplace. Our 
solutions are deployed by more than 430 service providers in over 130 countries. 
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Appendix - The FibeAir IP-20 Product Series 
 

Product Description 

FibeAir IP-20G 
Hybrid, split-mount hauling solution for edge and ring nodes with fixed 
configuration and low power consumption. 

FibeAir IP-20N 
High performance, high-capacity and highly scalable aggregation node 
addressing the entire range of microwave backhaul applications. It is the 
highest density indoor solution, supporting up to 10 radios in only 2RU. 

FibeAir IP-20C 
Sets a new standard in microwave transmission combining multi-core 
radio technology, 2048QAM and line-of-sight 4X4 MIMO in a compact, 
all-outdoor design delivering Gbps of capacity. 

FibeAir IP-20C HP 
The high-power version of the IP-20C providing higher Tx power in 6-11 
GHz frequency bands. The most compact 4+0 configuration in the 
market and with direct-mount installation. 

FibeAir IP-20S 
Compact, single-core radio node. It is an all-in-one, high-capacity, tail-
site backhaul solution for outdoor deployments. 

FibeAir IP-20LH 
Multi-carrier trunk node that includes 2048QAM and 10GbE interfaces 
paired with ultra-high power radio technology. The ideal solution for 
transporting multi-gigabits of capacity over long distances. 

FibeAir IP-20E 

Integrated, ultra-high capacity wireless node that pushes the 
performance envelope of E-band wireless applications. It is an advanced 
solution for high capacity wireless small-cell backhaul and aggregation, 
metro network aggregation and more. 

 

For complete information on all FibeAir IP-20 products, please see www.ceragon.com. 

file:///D:/Customers/Ceragon/Campaigns/TCO/www.ceragon.com

